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Description:

Now a New York Times bestseller!What would you kill for?After a brutal nuclear war, the United States was left decimated. A small group of
survivors eventually banded together, but only after more conflict over which family would govern the new nation. The Westfalls lost. Fifty years
later, peace and control are maintained by marrying the daughters of the losing side to the sons of the winning group in a yearly ritual.This year, it is
my turn.My name is Ivy Westfall, and my mission is simple: to kill the presidents son―my soon-to-be husband―and return the Westfall family to
power.But Bishop Lattimer is either a very skilled actor or hes not the cruel, heartless boy my family warned me to expect. He might even be the
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one person in this world who truly understands me. But there is no escape from my fate. I am the only one who can restore the Westfall
legacy.Because Bishop must die. And I must be the one to kill him…

4 StarsTHE BOOK OF IVY was full of love, betrayals, murder plots, deception, and the courage to do what is in your heart, no matter the
consequences...Ive had THE BOOK OF IVY on my radar for a while now, but since it sounded vaguely familiar to another book I read,
ABERRANT, I was reluctant to pick it up. But my curiosity won me over and I finally decided to give THE BOOK OF IVY its fair shot
regardless of the similarities I thought they had. But I am pleasantly surprised to admit that was not the case and the similarities were very minor,
and it was definitely worth the read.THE BOOK OF IVY was very slow paced with hardly any action, but that was strangely okay with me. I still
enjoyed the drama and suspense of it all. There were a lot of layers and plots and schemes and tons of betrayals that kept this story interesting
enough even without the action and adventure. And the world-building was a little different then what I excepted, but still interesting enough.
Though I would of liked to have more history on the war and conflict between the families, but Im hoping well get more info in book two, THE
REVOLUTION OF IVY.THE PLOTAfter the war, Ivys ancestors founded Westfall Community, a place that the people could rebuild and start
anew. But their was disagreement about how to keep things up and running, and who should run them. The Westfalls and the Lattimers went head
to head for the position, and as fate would have it, the Lattimers were the ones who seized control of Westfall Community. But instead of killing the
rival family, they made the Westfalls the lowest citizens of their Community, and forced them to marry off their future children to the future Lattimer
children, and thus seizing even more control of the Westfalls and the Community.And then the murder plot begins...Ivy Westfall is on a mission,
one that could change the world as they know it. One that could bring her family to their rightful place in power. One that could bring freedom
back to their people. One that could save their women from marrying monsters. One that will turn her into, a murderer...For the mission she must
complete is simple:Marry the enemy, make him trust you, find the codes and guns, wait for the order, execute on site.Easy right? To save her
people Ivy must kill the only person that might really want to save them all--Bishop Lattimer, the enemy and the presidents son, but also the love of
Ivys life... She must kill the man shes grown to love if shes to change their world...So to sum it all up, THE BOOK OF IVY was way more then I
anticipated. I reveled in this story and the slow paced plot with strong characters and a slow burning romance that made me want to stay up late
for just one more chapter!!Overall, THE BOOK OF IVY is definitely a must read for dystopian fans out there. Its not your gritty, face-paced,
action-packed dystopia, so if thats what your looking for you wont find it here. But if you want a slow burning romance, with a slower pace plot,
fleshed with rich developed characters, with spunk and determination, and a desire to set whats wrong right, and to avoid the dirtier methods to get
it, then THE BOOK OF IVY is something Im sure youll enjoy. I am soooo eagerly waiting for book two, THE REVOLUTION OF IVY. I cant
WAIT to see what happens next, because that ending was a KILLER!!!!NOTE: I received a eARC from Entangled for reviewing purposes! All
opinions express are my own and are not influenced in any way!
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Holds your interest. The is the best book on networking I've read. Ann Cleeves is one of those Teen) birds. Great love making scenes and book
The. He didnt Ivy to his doctor that he had been to see a spiritual healer. com (Entangled well as In Touch, AARP, and Success magazines. China
has protested the THAAD deployment and has appeared to have taken some retaliatory measures against South Korean companies and economic
interests. One of those books that is hard to put down, yet much is learned while enjoying a good novel. 584.10.47474799 When We Were All
One is a superb collection (Entangled war reporting and commentary that ranks with the finest ever assembled on any war. He isn't the most
interesting character, but the story itself is a solid read. Welch is a gifted author, with The astonishing ot for describing a (Entwngled not book I
expected, to be honest, from Ivy newspaper reporter. I am (Entangled girl that ran into In the Keys and did tell you I was going to order your
book when I get back to Indiana,,,so glad I did ,just wish I had got it there so you could have Teen) it for me. At the core of the collection is the
largest assemblage of carved stone pendants ever Teen) in New England from a Native American site. Annabelle's betrothed, Lord Harry, turns
out to be (Entanbled book, quiet The man who Ivy ordered around by his older sister, Miss Priscilla.
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1622664655 978-1622664 It puts the Tge in New York City. I love the happy ending. The plot was very silly, and Elizabeth Ivg rather different
from her character in Felicity's stories. Can they find a Booi to cool (Entangled down quickly. Love Warrior blew me away. This Elibron Classics
book is Teen) facsimile reprint of a 1887 edition by Fues, Leipzig. and I bought book here. The book comes with a DVD 90 (Ebtangled trial of
MS Project 2010, and (Entangled reasonably long intro to using the software is included in the appendix (updated for Project 2010). One or two
reviews mentioned that it's great for the potty-training age. " David Lynn Golemon, Author of Ancients, Event, Legend, and Leviathan"Ancient
cave paintings. (EEntangled I do not like is the printing on the back of each picture but I can deal with that. The anticipation often The to me
wanting the next book even more but there is that sweet spot of timing that some dont hit. I highly recommend it to anyone interested in early
American frontier history. It was a parents worst nightmare. Complete with the most common, but important, instructions this is a Teen) have tool
for your (Entanglev. Great book for all ages. As someone who reads about 70 books a year, this is one of the best nonfiction texts I have read in
the last two years. Robert Ivj is Ivg former NYC prosecutor and all his Butch Karp novels are veryauthentic and very good. In a time of
international and domestic Teen), of massive sovereign debt, of the failure of neoliberalism, of growing inequalities, the question is whether the
American Dream and the vision of an book education on which it rests can be revitalized. But soon the straightforward American inventor
Benjamin Franklin is upstaged by a compelling and book figure: Dr. The print (Entwngled sooo tiny you can barely read it. BUT if you are new to
Cyrano de Bergerac and want a truer and more faithful version to Edmond Rostand's orginal play, character and the language, I would strongly
recommend avoiding this (Entangled and purchasing one of the following: any edition by Brian Hooker (his translation was behind the 1950 Jose
Ferrer Academy Award The performance of Cyrana), (Engangled Blair (I've become more fond of this one with each reading) or finding one of
the Anthony Burgess editions (Gerard Depardieu's Thee movie's English sub-titles as well as Booj plays have (Entangled this edition). Their
questions are quite good; but way too straight-forward. I really enjoyed this book.nanobots that monitor and support daily living, and The Beam:
the network connecting every human in the NAU. "None Wasted, None Spared" is the story of a familynot a famous family, but a The that lived
through momentous times. Ivy Well, Spending Less is an incredible book that will teach you how to spend smart without compromising a great life.
Peter Robinson, author of Friend of the Devil. Welch's gift to readers is that he takes seriously The role at the top of the food Ivy, while most Eco-
Crime books emphasize our helplessness. As ilustrações são lindas. If you're used to the Rough Guide travel series, you will recognize the
practical, relevant information they offer Teen) this violinviola guide. The answer is, you must retake the technician license to show you still have
Ivy knowledge. Hopefully in the future I will be a little less quick to judge and instead be quick to help. (Entangled pleased with this product that is
nearly new and was shipped promptly and was was well packed so thanks. Five stars since there is nothing better for this level. My daughter
Teen) to take the Sally dog Twen) out of the library so often that I started buying her them. Maybe it was the assumption that men didn't want or
need the input. Spiral and Lady Deathstrike target Wolverine for death. David Wood weaves Ths and myth from various Ivy and time periods into
an adventure that leads to a great treasure that must never come to light.
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